Abstract. Constructor subtyping is a form of subtyping in which an inductive t ype is viewed as a subtype of another inductive t ype if has more constructors than . As suggested in 5, 12], its (potential) uses include proof assistants and functional programming languages. In this paper, we introduce and study the properties of a simply typed -calculus with record types and datatypes, and which supports record subtyping and constructor subtyping. In the rst part of the paper, we show that the calculus is con uent and strongly normalizing. In the second part of the paper, we show that the calculus admits a well-behaved theory of canonical inhabitants, provided one adopts expansive extensionality rules, including -expansion, surjective pairing, and a suitable expansion rule for datatypes. Finally, in the third part of the paper, we extend our calculus with unbounded recursion and show that con uence is preserved.
Introduction
Type systems 3, 8] lie at the core of modern functional programming languages, such a s H a s k ell 28] or ML 26] , and proof assistants, such a s C o q 4 ] o r P V S 3 2 ] . I n order to improve the usability of these languages, it is important to devise exible (and safe) type systems, in which programs and proofs may be written easily. A basic mechanism to enhance the exibility o f t ype systems is to endorse the set of types with a subtyping relation and to enforce a subsumption rule a : A A B a : B
This basic mechanism of subtyping is powerful enough to capture a variety o f c o ncepts in computer science, see e.g. 9] , and its use is spreading both in functional programming languages, see e.g. 25, 30, 31] , and in proof assistants, see e.g. 7, 24, 32] . Constructor subtyping is a basic form of subtyping, suggested in 12] and developed in 5] , in which an inductive t ype is viewed as a subtype of another inductive type if has more constructors than . A s s u c h, constructor subtyping captures in a type-theoretic context the ubiquitous use of subtyping as inclusion between inductively de ned sets. In its simplest instance, constructor subtyping enforces subtyping from odd or even numbers to naturals, as illustrated in the following example, which i n troduces in a ML-like s y n tax the mutually recursive datatypes Odd and Even, and the Nat datatype:
In a previous paper 5], the rst author introduced and studied constructor subtyping for one rst-order mutually recursive parametric datatype, and showed the calculus to be con uent and strongly normalizing. In the present paper, we improve on this work in several directions:
1. we extend constructor subtyping to the class of strictly positive, mutually recursive and parametric datatypes. In addition, the present calculus supports incremental de nitions 2. following recent trends in the design of proof assistants (and a well-established trend in the design of functional programming languages), we replace the elimination constructors of 5] by case-expressions. This leads to a simpler system, which is easier to use 3. we de ne a set of expansive extensionality rules, including -expansion, surjective pairing, and a suitable expansion rule for datatypes, so as to obtain a well-behaved theory of canonical inhabitants (i.e. of closed expressions in normal forms). The latter is fundamental for a proper semantical understanding of the calculus and for several applications related to proof assistants, such a s uni cation.
The main technical contribution of this paper is to show that the calculus enjoys several fundamental meta-theoretical properties including con uence, subject reduction, strong normalization and a well-behaved theory of canonical inhabitants. These results lay the foundations for constructor subtyping and open the possibility of using constructor subtyping in programming languages and proof assistants, see Section 7.
Organization of the paper The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we p r o vide an informal account of constructor subtyping. In Section 3, we i n troduce a simply typed -calculus with record types and datatypes, and which supports both record subtyping and constructor subtyping. In Section 4, we establish some fundamental meta-theoretical properties of the calculus. In Section 5, we motivate the use of expansive extensionality rules, show that they preserve con uence and strong normalization and lead to a well-behaved theory of canonical inhabitants. In Section 6, we extend our core language with xpoint operators, and show the resulting calculus to be con uent. Finally, w e conclude in Section 7. Because of space constraints, proofs are merely sketched or omitted. We refer the reader to 6] for further details.
datatype 'a List = nil | cons of ('a * 'a List) datatype 'a NeList = cons of ('a * 'a List)
Here ' In order to introduce strict overloading, which is a central concept in this paper, let us anticipate on the next section by considering the evaluation rule for caseexpressions. Two observations can be made: rst, our informal de nition of datatype allows for arbitrary overloading of constructors. Second, it is not possible to de ne a t ype-independent e v aluation rule for case-expressions for arbitrary datatypes. For example, consider the following datatype, where Sum is a datatype identi er of arity 2:
Note that the datatype is obtained from the usual de nition of sum types by o verloading the constructors inj 1 and inj 2 . Now, a case-expression for this datatype should be of the form case a of (inj x) => b1 | (inj x) => b2 1 For the sake of simplicity, w e gloss over renamings and assume the parameters of d and d 0 to be identical.
with evaluation rules case (inj a) of (inj x) => b1 | (inj x) => b2 ! b1fx:=ag case (inj a) of (inj x) => b1 | (inj x) => b2 ! b2fx:=ag As b1 and b2 are arbitrary, the calculus is obviously not con uent. Thus one needs to impose some restrictions on overloading. One drastic solution to avoid noncon uence is to require constructors to be declared at most once in a given datatype, but this solution is too restrictive. A better solution is to require constructors to be declared \essentially" at most once in a given datatype. Here \essentially" consists in allowing a constructor c to be multiply de ned in a datatype d, but by requiring that for every declaration c of rho, w e h a ve rho rhom where c of rhom is the rst declaration of c in d. In other words, the only purpose of repeated declarations is to enforce the desired subtyping constraints but (once subtyping is de ned) only the rst declaration needs to be used for typing expressions. This notion, which w e call strict overloading, is mild enough to be satis ed by m o s t d a t a t ypes that occur in the literature, see 5] for a longer discussion on this issue. We conclude this section with further examples of datatypes. Firstly, w e de ne a datatype of ordinals (or better said of ordinal notations). Note that the datatype is a higher-order one, because of the constructor lim which t a k es a function as input. Yet another example of language that can be expressed with constructor semantics is mini-ML 22], as shown below. Here we consider four datatypes identi ers: E of expressions, I for identi ers, P of patterns and N for the nullpattern, all with arity 0.
datatype I = ident datatype N = nullpat datatype P = pairpat of (P * P) with I P, N P datatype E = num | false | true | lamb of (P * E) | if of (E * E * E) | mlpair of (E * E) | apply of (E * E) | let of (P * E * E) | letrec of (P * E * E) with I E, N E Lastly, w e conclude with a de nition of CTL formulae, see 15] . In this example, we consider two datatypes identi ers SF of state formulae and PF of path formulae, both with arity 1 .
datatype 'a SF = i of ('a * 'a SF) | conj of ('a SF * 'a SF) | not of 'a SF | forsomefuture of 'a PF | forallfuture of 'a PF and 'a PF = conj of ('a PF * 'a PF) In this section, we introduce the core calculus ! ] data . The rst subsection is devoted to types, datatypes and subtyping the second subsection is devoted to expressions, reduction and typing.
Types and subtyping
Below w e assume given some pairwise disjoint sets L of labels, D of datatype identiers, C of constructor identi ers and X of type variables. Moreover, we l e t l l We n o w turn to the de nition of datatype. Informally, a datatype is a list of constructor declarations, i.e. of pairs (c ) w h e r e c is a constructor identi er and is a constructor type, i.e. a type of the form
In addition, we allow datatypes to depend on previously de ned datatypes. This leads us naturally to the notion of datatype context. ;`a : ^a ! basic b ) ;`b :
Proof. By induction on the structure of the derivations, using some basic properties of subtyping.
As usual, we say that an expression e is strongly normalizing with respect to a relation ! if there is no in nite sequence e ! e 1 ! e 2 ! : : :
We let SN(!) denote the set of expressions that are strongly normalizing with respect to !. Proposition 3 (Strong normalization). ! basic is strongly normalizing on typable expressions:
;`a : ) a 2 SN(! basic )
Proof. By a standard computability argument. We n o w t u r n t o t ype-checking. One cannot rely on the existence of minimal types, as they may not exist (for minimal types to exist, one must require datatypes to be pre-regular, see e.g. 5, 18] ). Instead, we can de ne for every context ; and expression a a nite set min ; (a) of minimal types such t h a t 2 min ; (a) ) ;`a : ;`a : ) 9 2 min ; (a):
The set min ; (a), which is de ned in the obvious way, is nite because there are only nitely many declarations for each constructor.
Proposition 4. Type-checking is decidable: there exists an algorithm to decide whether a given judgment ;`a : is derivable.
Proof. Proceed in two steps: rst compute min ; (a), second check whether there exists 2 min ; (a) such that .
Extensionality

Motivations
Extensionality, as embodied e.g. in -conversion, is a basic feature of many type systems. Traditionally, extensionality equalities are oriented as contractive rules: e.g. -conversion is oriented as -reduction. On the other hand, expansive rules provide an alternative computational interpretation of extensionality equalities: e.g.
-conversion may b e oriented as -expansion. Expansive extensionality rules have numerous applications in categorical rewriting, uni cation and partial evaluation. In addition to these traditional motivations, which are nicely summarized in 13], subtyping adds some new fundamental reasons to use expansive rules:
1. contractive rules lead to non-con uent calculi, even on well-typed expressions: if we a d o p t -reduction for -abstractions, then the following critical pair cannot be solved:
x: :( y: : We therefore embark upon studying an expansive i n terpretation of extensionality in ! ] data .
Expansive extensionality rules
The computational behavior of the calculus is now obtained by aggregating the expansive extensionality rules to ! basic . Expansive extensionality rules need to be formulated in a typed framework so we consider judgments of the form ;`a ! b : For the sake of uniformity, w e rst reformulate ! basic in a typed framework. De nition 12. 1. Typed basic-reduction ! basic is de ned by the clause ;`a ! basic b : i ;`a : and a ! basic b.
Conclusion and directions for further work
In this paper, we h a ve i n troduced a simply typed -calculus with record types and parametric datatypes. The calculus supports a combination of record subtyping and constructor subtyping and thus provides a exible type system. We h a ve shown the calculus to be well-behaved, in particular with respect to canonical inhabitants.
In the future, we intend to study de nitions for ! ] data and its extensions. Our goal is to aggregate a theory of de nitions which is exible enough to support overloaded de nitions, such a s m ultiplication :
where each i is de ned using case-expressions and recursion. As suggested by t h e above example, the idea is to allow identi ers to stand for several functions that have a di erent t ype. To do so, several options exist: for example, one may require the de nitions to be coherent in a certain sense. Alternately, o n e m a y exploit some strategy, see e.g. 10, 21] , to disambiguate the de nitions. Both approaches deserve further study.
Furthermore, we intend to scale up the results of this paper to more complex type systems. In yet a di erent direction, it may be interesting to study destructor subtyping, a dual to constructor subtyping, in which an inductive type is a subtype of another inductive type if has more destructors than . The primary example of destructor subtyping is of course record subtyping, as found in this paper. We leave for future work the study of destructor subtyping and of its interaction with constructor subtyping.
Loops and in nite reductions for unrestricted extensionality rules 
